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Abstract
The use and management of metadata raises many ethical and eventually political issues. The security revelations by Edward Snowden in 2014 demonstrate the key role that metadata plays in surveillance. Privacy has become a particularly hot topic in recent months and much of the debate has centred on the misuse of metadata from social media and the potentially invasive effect this has on individuals. Metadata also has a key role in delivering reliable sources of information, although this has to go hand in hand with user education and improved information literacy. Access to information is a fundamental right and the appropriate use of metadata can help improve access to health, agriculture and education as well as contributing to economic development. Metadata is a route to good governance, but it must also be handled appropriately to maintain information privacy, a fundamental human right.
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Introduction
If anyone wondered about the importance of metadata, the Snowden revelations about the US government data-gathering activities should leave no one in any doubt (Greenwald, 2014). Stuart Baker, the National Security Agency (NSA) General Counsel, is quoted as saying, ‘Metadata tells you everything about somebody’s life. If you have enough metadata you don’t really need content’ (Schneier, 2015, p. 23). Although some may say that ‘metadata is content’, in many situations, it is actually better than content.
Metadata is structured. Unlike free text or audio recordings, metadata has fields or some kind of markup that allows investigators to focus on one particular area. For instance, phone records will have details about duration of call, originating number, destination number, time of the call and so on. This makes it relatively easy to search the appropriate column and to collate different types of data to pinpoint the information required.

The metadata may have some form of vocabulary control. This may be a code from a formal classification scheme or a preferred term from a thesaurus. These types of control enhance the quality of the sets retrieved during a search. For instance, searching the time column of the extracted metadata about phone calls would normally interrogate a system date rather than being dependent on interpreting a potentially ambiguous representation of date (e.g. 03/02/2018 could be 3 February or 2 March depending on whether it is in the British or American date format).

Metadata is generally less extensive than the content. Security agencies are often plagued by the very large volume of content that they have collected and which is not so easily analysed, whereas a structured file with key information in it is much easier to query.

It is searchable. It is easier to search the metadata associated with telephone calls than it would be to search the sound recordings of those conversations. Even with the advent of artificial intelligence and speech recognition, reliably interpreting the content of a good voice sound file can be very challenging and may require a lot of processing power.

It has a context. Metadata also helps to ensure that the term searched is in the right context (e.g. ‘Green’ a noun meaning field rather than someone’s surname). In effect, it provides a form of semantic indexing.

Susan Landau in an interview with The New Yorker and speaking about metadata gathered by the US security services from telephone calls put it very succinctly: ‘The public doesn’t understand . . . It’s much more intrusive than content’ (Mayer, 2013). The intrusiveness partly lies in the utility of metadata. If it is easier to analyse individual activity through the metadata, it is likely to have more impact on the individual.

Metadata can be used to track patterns of activity in groups as well as individual online transactions. The advantage from the surveillance point of view is that metadata is structured data, which is more tractable to analysis of the type required to reveal activity. For instance, it is much easier to monitor phone records (i.e. the metadata about phone calls) rather than the phone calls themselves. It is possible to identify who you are calling, when you called, how long you spoke for, your location at the time of the conversation and indeed to track current location through the mobile networks.

This debate about surveillance continues with the UK’s Investigatory Powers Act 2016 that allows considerable latitude in the metadata and personal data that public agencies and security services can collect. Groups such as Electronic Frontier Foundation (www.eff.org) and the Open Rights Group (https://www.openrightsgroup.org/) have expressed concerns about the wide scope of data that can be gathered and the relative
lack of safeguards against invasions of privacy. There is a particular concern that large volumes of personal data of individuals who are not under suspicion of any crime are routinely gathered. There is also lack of transparency and accountability because these agencies hide behind a screen of ‘national security’.

Daniel Solove (2011) directly addresses the conflict between surveillance agencies and human rights activists. He makes the point that in actively monitoring the population to keep it safe from terrorism, we are undermining the very values that make for a free society. Anyway, it has not proved to be a very effective means of identifying potential terrorists and thereby keeping us safe. He is challenging the view that privacy has to be sacrificed to improve security. Angwin (2014) has also discussed this in detail.

**Big data**

So far we have looked at metadata from a single source. However, it is more realistic to consider the effects of aggregating data from a variety of sources. This is the basis of many apps and online services. These systems depend to some degree on metadata. Knowledge graphs are a good example of the way in which metadata is used to construct new datasets.

‘Metadata in aggregate is content’ as Jacob Appelbaum observed when the Wiki-Leaks controversy first blew up (Democracy Now, 2013). In other words, when metadata from different sources is aggregated, it can be used to reconstruct the information content of individual communications.

**Invasion of privacy or personal benefit?**

The social media giants prosper by exploiting personal data and targeting digital advertising. Personal profiles of targeted individuals are based on metadata about online use and are the basis of online behavioural advertising. Cookies and other tracking technologies can monitor the online activity of an individual to predict future behaviour. Metadata about online sessions reveals a great deal about an individual and his or her life. This may extend to gathering information about friends, family, colleagues and other contacts.

In a way it is surprising that the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal did not emerge earlier (Cadwalladr and Graham-Harrison, 2018). We will continue to see new revelations in the heightened public awareness of the General Data Protection Regulation and individual privacy rights. In April 2018, the BBC reported that Grindr, a social media site widely used by gay men, was sharing information about HIV status with third parties (Lee, 2018). On the face of it, this is a serious breach of very sensitive personal data. On the other hand, users may have consented to that data being used by apps geared to reminding them to take antiviral medication at specified times. If the UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) decides to investigate, digital forensics will examine the metadata to track online data transactions.
Risks

Metadata describes an information object whether that be raw data or more descriptive information about an individual. This is important because the treatment of metadata has become a political issue. Personal data, especially data that reveal opinions, attitudes and beliefs, is potentially very sensitive. Use of this personal data by service providers or by third parties can expose users to risks such as nuisance from unwanted ads, harassment from internet trolls or fraud through identity theft. Many digital advertisers would say that because these data is aggregated, it is not possible to identify individuals – that is, these data is anonymised. However, there is no protection against privacy breaches as has been demonstrated by Narayanan and Shmatikov (2009) and others. It is relatively easy to de-anonymise data by combining it with other available sources. We should talk about pseudonymisation in these cases. On a practical level, keeping a record of the anonymisation applied to sets of personal data is probably a good idea – metadata.

Fact-free content

Daniel Rosenberg (2013) makes a nice distinction between ‘data’, ‘facts’ and ‘evidence’. Data comes from the Latin verb dare, to give as in something given in an argument. Fact comes from facere to do, as in that which was done or occurred or exists. Evidence comes from videre, to see as in something witnessed. As Rosenberg said: ‘When a fact is proven false, it ceases to be a fact. False data is data nonetheless’. Let me illustrate that with an example: Data suggested that there were nine planets in the solar system. That was a fact from 1930 until 2006 when Pluto was reclassified as a dwarf planet, and not even the largest one at that (International Astronomical Union, 2018). Suddenly we were back to eight planets, even though no one was disputing the existence of Pluto. The data is still valid.

Samuel Arbesman (2012) in his book The Half Life of Facts introduced the idea that in a given period, half the certainties that we had are shown to be false or are superseded by new understandings and that they cease to be ‘facts’. Data, whether it is true or not, continues to be data but is only factual if true. Perhaps there is some way of recording the reliability of information or data, so that it can be exploited appropriately. Many of the arguments and counterarguments on climate change, for instance, centre on the quality and veracity of the evidence used by each side of the debate. This idea is not new, as medical researchers have for some time evaluated the quality of research used to make clinical decisions (The Cochrane Collaboration, 2018). This information about the quality and reliability of data is another example of metadata.

This is to suggest that although the ‘Fake news’ debate is important, the issues are more nuanced than some of commentators would have us believe. Many news stories occupy a grey area between fact and fiction. Services such as the Post-Truth Forum and CILIP’s (The library and information association) ‘Facts Matter’ campaign provide a useful exploration of the issues and help individuals to navigate this complex landscape (Clarke, 2018; CILIP, 2017). Cooper (2017) describes some of the emerging services and initiatives that help to protect against fake news, such as ‘Full Fact’, ‘First
Draft’ and dminr. She emphasises the role of journalists both as purveyors of fake news and as protectors against it. At the BCS IRSG/ISKO UK Search Solutions 2017 meeting, Mark Harwood described techniques for identifying which news stories on social media had been manipulated. This was based on the metadata associated with the stories themselves and the resulting comments.

Of course, ethics is wider than privacy or fake news, and it is worth exploring some of the other ethical issues that arise when people talk about metadata. These issues can be put in the context of metadata’s role in managing the ‘information communication chain’ (Robinson, 2015).

Ownership

Intellectual property (IP) and ownership of data raises the question: ‘Who actually owns information and how is that reflected in the metadata?’ This is a particularly active debate in the academic world at the moment. If research is publicly funded, why are the results only available behind a paywall? Some research funders are getting around this by paying publishers an open access fee to allow general access to research results. There is also the Creative Commons (2016) movement where people are encouraged to share content more openly. Well-established standards such as Dublin Core acknowledge the importance of IP and make some provision for this, with its ‘dc:rights’ data element. This is an example of metadata providing a means of recording IP ownership, although not necessarily facilitating wider access. The metadata itself is IP, and this does raise issues about copying bibliographic records. There are mechanisms for acknowledging the IP of an original publication but less so for acknowledging the ownership of the cataloguing data – generated by skilled professionals. Some of this hides behind paywalls, but more often it is seen as a route into the richer territory of paying for content.

Information inequality

Information inequality is a longer term problem. Although there have been various international initiatives, they give the impression of being divorced from the concerns of ordinary people. They are often high-level gatherings of government functionaries or senior executives of large enterprises. Looking at specific factors that affect the digital divide, Pick and Nishida (2015, p. 15) found that:

Overall, the most significant determinants of technology utilization and availability are tertiary education, capacity for innovation, judicial independence, and foreign direct investment. The findings imply that influences of technology utilization are distinctive between developed and developing regions and between major continental regions.

Perhaps more interesting is the work done by academics and by campaigning groups to improve information literacy. The Prague Declaration describes information literacy as: ‘key to social, cultural, and economic development of nations and communities, institutions and individuals in the 21st century’ (UNESCO, 2003). One aspect of
information poverty is lack of exposure to and knowledge of reliable and relevant sources of information. Information poverty and poor information literacy are both barriers to access to reliable information on health and nutrition, agriculture, education and social welfare.

Describing resources in a way that is relevant to the lives of individuals is nothing new. The UK government attempted this with its metadata strategy, starting with the Modernising Government White Paper (Cabinet Office, 1999). This initiative was at a time when the internet was emerging as a way of delivering access to government services and there was a recognition of the need to use structured information to describe these resources. The e-Government Metadata Standard based on Dublin Core was a direct result of this (e-Government Unit, 2006).

The growing sophistication of online search engines has to some extent bypassed the use of applied metadata, but it is making a comeback with linked data. In my book, information retrieval is the second purpose of metadata, the first being identifying and describing resources (Haynes, 2018). An understanding of the way in which metadata works is essential for those responsible for making information resources available over the internet and is probably a good idea for those acting as intermediaries. Understanding user needs is essential for anyone involved in the design of systems or development of taxonomies or thesauri to enhance retrieval. This is all metadata and needs to be delivered in a way that can be interrogated by search engines or search services.

**Giving control back to individuals**

A common theme that has arisen in the development of information services in the last 30 years is the empowerment of individuals, the people who use these systems. At one time, searching bibliographic databases was a highly specialised role and required skilled professionals to act as intermediaries. Batch searching overnight meant that a lot of care had to be taken to get the search strategy right first time. Otherwise it meant having to wait until the next day to resubmit a modified search query. Even with the emergence of online searching, familiarity with systems and understanding of the codes used and the controlled vocabulary were necessary. Now the emphasis of information professionals is on acting as enablers and trainers. The customer wants to do the search for herself or himself. This democratising of information access, perhaps creates greater responsibilities for the information professional. Not only does it mean greater emphasis on teaching information literacy skills, it also means ensuring the quality of the metadata associated with information resources which will make the information accessible to the users.

**Information governance**

So far I have talked about the ethics of metadata – the issues that arise and some of the dilemmas we face when we manage and use information. I would now like to consider ways in which metadata plays a role in information governance. This is another aspect of ethics and underpins many aspects of corporate governance. Consider how important it
is, for instance, to be able to secure and protect confidential or personal data from unauthorised access. Being able to examine an audit trail of a document or access to a record provides one level of protection against wrongful or unlawful access to data as has happened in stalking cases. Metadata is an essential part of digital forensics covering not only stalking but also money laundering and fraud. Audit trails based on metadata can also be used in heavily regulated industries where it may be necessary to demonstrate that staff have followed procedures or have had access to up-to-date information when making decisions.

Conclusion

To conclude, I make the case that metadata has become a political issue. Its use by the security agencies, the privacy concerns about online behavioural advertising and the power relationships that emerge from the management of information resources through its metadata are all indications of its relevance. Anyone who had asked the question ‘What does metadata matter?’ prior to 2013 will realise now just how important a bearing it has on current political issues. The Fourth Amendment to the US Constitution protects ‘The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures’. That is being challenged by the way in which government agencies have been exploiting metadata. Metadata is here for good or ill – as citizens and information users, we need to be vigilant about what data is out there, how it is managed and what controls are in place to ensure good governance.
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